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One sentence summary: DNA sequences can be used to finely control the
temperature-dependent phase behavior of DNA-connected colloidal particles.

DNA-grafted nanoparticles have been called “programmable atom-
equivalents”: Like atoms, they form three-dimensional crystals,
but unlike atoms, the particles themselves carry information (the
sequences of the grafted strands) that can be used to “program”
the equilibrium crystal structures. We show that the programma-
bility of these colloids can be generalized to the full temperature-
dependent phase diagram, and not just the crystal structures. We
add information to the buffer, in the form of soluble DNA strands
designed to compete with the grafted strands through strand dis-
placement. Employing only two displacement reactions, we pro-
gram phase behavior not found in atomic systems or other DNA-
grafted colloids, including arbitrarily wide gas-solid coexistence,
re-entrant melting, and even reversible transitions between distinct
crystal phases.
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Like atoms, colloidal particles suspended in a fluid can form bulk phases such
as gases and crystals. Such particles can also be directed to form new states of
matter (1) through careful tuning of their interparticle interactions, for example by
grafting DNA strands onto the particles to create specific attractions (2, 3). Such
DNA-grafted particles have been called “programmable atom-equivalents” (4), a
moniker that highlights the experimenter’s ability to dictate, or “program,” the self-
assembled structures through the DNA sequences. The implied analogy to computer
programming is a useful way to conceptualize how information in the sequences is
translated to structure: Much as one can program a computer to perform complex
tasks by writing statements that are compiled to machine code, one can “program” a
colloid to form a complex structure by designing nucleotide sequences (statements)
that are “compiled” into specific interparticle interactions (machine code). Recent
advances in our understanding of this compilation process, in the form of design
rules (5) or mean-field models (6, 7, 8) relating the effective interactions directly
to the nucleotide sequences (9), have enabled the assembly of crystal phases not
found in ordinary colloids (10, 11, 5, 12, 13) and could be extended, in principle, to
assembly of prescribed, nonperiodic structures (14, 15).

Structure, however, is just one aspect of self-assembly; more generally, self-
assembly describes a phase transition between a disordered and ordered state, or
a pathway on a phase diagram. Thus far only a subset of the full colloidal phase
diagram has been programmed: the equilibrium structure of the ordered state as a
function of density and composition. Programmatic control over the phase behav-
ior in the orthogonal thermodynamic dimension, the temperature, remains elusive.
Typically, the attraction between two DNA-grafted particles decreases steeply and
monotonically with increasing temperature (16, 17). As a result, the suspension
is fluid at high temperature and solid at low temperature—phase behavior resem-
bling that of simple atoms, rather than programmable ones (Fig. 1A). Our goal
here is to develop a comprehensive approach to programming the full phase dia-
gram of colloidal suspensions: we seek to design a set of interaction “primitives”
that can be combined to program both the structure of equilibrium phases and their
temperature-dependent transitions. In other words, we aim to program the equilib-
rium self-assembly pathways, and not just their end points.

We achieve this goal by adding information to the buffer in the form of free
DNA strands. We call these strands displacing strands since their sequences are
designed to be complementary to subunits of the grafted strands; they can there-
fore react with a double-stranded bridge, displacing one of the grafted strands and
forming a non-bridging duplex (Fig. 1B). This hybridization reaction, known as toe-
hold exchange or strand displacement, is widely used in the DNA nanotechnology
field to construct dynamic assemblies and devices (18, 19). Strand displacement
has also been used to melt or change the lattice constants of nanoparticle-based
materials (20,21,22,23). Here, rather than modifying the structure of an already as-
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Figure 1: Strand-displacement reactions program phase behavior by modifying
the local chemical equilibrium between DNA-grafted particles. (A) In the absence
of displacing strands, the strength of the DNA-induced attraction (DFa) decreases
monotonically with increasing temperature T , resulting in simple phase behavior in
the f -T space, where f is the particle volume fraction. The fluid-solid coexistence
region is shown in gray. (B) A single displacement reaction eliminates the temper-
ature dependence of DFa over a range of temperatures, dramatically widening the
fluid-solid coexistence region. (C) Adding a second strand-displacement reaction
allows DFa to vary non-monotonically with T , inverting the colloidal phase behav-
ior and creating a re-entrant fluid phase. The elementary reaction steps in orange
are drawn schematically.
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sembled material, we use strand-displacement reactions to control the equilibrium
assembly process. The additional degrees of freedom that we introduce allow us to
design temperature-dependent interaction potentials with tunable shape, steepness,
and specificity (Fig. 1B-C). Returning to the computer programming analogy, the
free DNA sequences act as the language for programming the transitions between
phases, much as the grafted sequences program the structure of the phases. Because
we separate the functions of the grafted and free strands, the two mechanisms can
be controlled independently.

To understand how displacing strands affect the interparticle potential, consider
the hybridization reactions shown in Fig. 1. Given that hybridization of comple-
mentary strands happens on timescales much shorter than that of particle motion,
we can assume that interacting DNA strands are in chemical equilibrium (6, 7, 8).
More precisely, the DNA-induced colloidal attraction is determined by the spatially
varying hybridization yield of DNA bridges, whose temperature dependence comes
from the free energy change DG/RT (see references (7, 24) and the Supplemen-
tary Materials (25) for more detail on this model). In the absence of displace-
ment, the free energy change of the hybridization reaction A+B ↵ AB, given by
DG/RT = DHAB/RT �DSAB/R, is monotonic with a steepness set by DHAB, since
the enthalpy change DHAB and entropy change DSAB are largely independent of tem-
perature (Fig. 1A).

With displacing strands, the free energy difference between bridged and un-
bridged states can be modified owing to the additional reaction pathways

AB+D1 ↵ AD1 +B
AB+D2 ↵ A+BD2.

Because the enthalpic changes of displacement reactions can be tuned through the
base sequences of the displacing strands, the free energy change DG0/RT can be
designed to have various nonlinear dependences on temperature (Figs. S1 and S2).
Furthermore, the entropic changes of the displacement reactions can also be ad-
justed by changing the molar concentrations of the displacing strands, providing a
way to tune the magnitude of DG0/RT independently of its dependence on temper-
ature.

A single displacement reaction (Fig. 2A) allows precise control over the ther-
modynamics of the fluid-solid transition. We control the temperature dependence of
the free energy change DG0/RT , and thus of the interaction potential, by changing
the displacing strand sequence. Using the nearest-neighbor model, which relates
DNA sequences to hybridization free energies (9), we predict the enthalpic changes
of displacement and bridge formation. If we choose the appropriate sequences such
that these enthalpic changes are the same (DHAB = DHAD1), we can eliminate the
temperature dependence entirely over a range of temperatures (Fig. S1). We thereby
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Figure 2: A single displacement reaction eliminates the temperature dependence of
binding. (A) Competition between bridge formation and strand displacement results
in stable coexistence between fluid and solid phases that persists over a wide range
of temperatures, as seen by confocal microscopy (B). (C) Experimentally-measured
particle singlet fraction (symbols) shows the broadening of the melting transition
with increasing concentration of free strand D1 (indicated on plot) (25). Error bars
are the standard deviation of three measurements. A model based on local chemical
equilibrium (curves), together with a separate model of the singlet fraction (16),
reproduces our results to within the inherent uncertainty of the nearest-neighbor
model (25,9,32). DNA sequences and predicted free energies are given in Table S1
and Table S2.
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establish a dynamic equilibrium in which the bridging and non-bridging duplexes
exchange freely by toehold-exchange hybridization, without an enthalpic barrier.

This single-displacement scheme, where DHAB = DHAD1 , eliminates the bound-
ary between the coexistence region and the solid phase, resulting in coexistence be-
tween fluid and solid that persists even at low temperatures (Fig. 2B). In the absence
of the displacing strand, we find a single, steep melting curve with an approximate
width of 1 �C, consistent with earlier reports (16). The melting transition soft-
ens with increasing concentration of the free strand (Fig. 2C), widening by 10 �C or
more. Furthermore, the singlet fraction remains nonzero and constant down to room
temperature. Because the entropy of the free strands can be adjusted by changing
their molar concentration, the singlet fraction, and thus the interaction strength, can
still be tuned.

This single-displacement scheme solves a longstanding problem in DNA-directed
self-assembly: the steep dependence of the interparticle attraction on tempera-
ture (17), which frustrates equilibrium self-assembly. Previous experiments and
simulations have shown that crystal nucleation and growth occur over a range of
interaction strengths only 1–2 kBT wide, corresponding to a temperature window
roughly 1 �C wide (6, 26). In contrast, with a single displacement reaction, we
find that nucleation and growth of binary crystals occurs over a range of temper-
atures wider than 10 �C, at least an order-of-magnitude improvement compared
to displacement-free schemes. Expanding the temperature window of equilibrium
assembly makes it easier to grow crystals and obviates the need for precision tem-
perature control, temperature gradients, or complex annealing schemes (10,11,13).

Our model of DNA-mediated attractions in the presence of strand displacement
quantitatively reproduces these measurements (Fig. 2C). Taking the grafting den-
sity, free strand concentration, ionic strength, and DNA sequences as inputs, we
reproduce the measured singlet fractions to within the inherent uncertainty associ-
ated with the nearest-neighbor model (25). This level of agreement supports our
physical picture—that the changes in the temperature dependence result directly
from molecular scale displacement reactions—and demonstrates that the emergent
phase behavior can be predicted, and therefore programmed.

With two displacement reactions (Fig. 3A), we can make the free energy not
only a nonlinear function of temperature but also a non-monotonic one, with in-
teresting consequences for the phase behavior: The resulting suspensions display
multiple fluid-solid transitions and inverted phase behavior, in which the stable,
low-temperature phase is a fluid that freezes upon heating before melting again at
higher temperatures. Such re-entrant behavior results from a competition between
entropy and enthalpy. The low-temperature fluid is stabilized enthalpically: because
each bridge can be replaced by two non-bridging duplexes of the same length, the
most favorable state contains few or no bridges between particles, thus maximizing
the total number of base pairs. At higher temperatures, entropy favors the solid
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phase, since formation of a single bridge liberates two displacing strands. At even
higher temperatures, the solid phase melts again, owing to thermal dissociation of
DNA bridges.

Our experiments (Fig. 3B) show that the resulting re-entrant melting transition
is tunable and can be programmed independently of the solid phase symmetry. By
adjusting the concentration of the displacing strands, we control the temperature
window in which the solid phase is stable (Fig. 3C). Higher concentrations of dis-
placing strands shift the local chemical equilibrium toward non-bridging duplexes,
leading to a narrower window (Fig. 3D). Strand concentrations exceeding a critical
limit prevent freezing entirely. The crystals that we assemble have the expected
cesium chloride (CsCl) symmetry (Fig. S3). Because energetic arguments suggest
that intraspecies attractions as weak as roughly 1 kBT would lead to formation of
Cu-Au crystals instead of the observed CsCl crystals (13, 27), we conclude that
our approach does not result in undesired crosstalk between intra- and interspecies
attractions.

Of course, the principal feature of DNA-grafted particles is the ability to cre-
ate multiple particle species that interact with each other in specific ways. Strand
displacement allows us to modify each interaction and thereby program pathways
between different self-assembled structures. To demonstrate this feature of our ap-
proach, we combine the displacement-free and two-displacement schemes to pro-
gram a reversible pathway between two equilibrium, compositionally-distinct or-
dered phases. Specifically, we design a system containing three particle species
with a temperature-dependent interaction matrix, implemented through six DNA
sequences (Table S5), four of which are grafted to particles and two of which are
displacing strands that modulate interactions between species 2 (green in Fig. 4A)
and the other two species. At low temperatures, the interaction matrix favors co-
crystallization of species 2 and 3, as confirmed by confocal fluorescence microscopy
(Fig. 4B). At high temperatures, it favors co-crystallization of species 1 and 2. At
intermediate temperatures, we program an intervening fluid phase by tuning the
displacing strand concentrations, which allows us to easily nucleate and grow either
crystal by lowering or raising the temperature. Because the system is in equilibrium
at each temperature, the observed phase transitions are completely reversible.

These last experiments demonstrate that specificity afforded by Watson-Crick
base pairing, which is used to program the structure of equilibrium self-assembled
phases, can itself be programmed to depend on temperature, enabling reconfigurable
materials in which particles change their interactions and reconfigure their structure
in response to temperature. The approach is limited only by the freezing and boil-
ing points of the buffer: because the transition illustrated in Fig. 4A-B is roughly
10 �C wide, one could conceivably design transitions between at least ten distinct
solid phases in the 0–100 �C temperature range, which could each be directed to
self-assemble independently and on cue simply by changing the temperature. More-
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Figure 3: Two strand-displacement reactions program a tunable re-entrant melting
transition. (A) Hybridization of free displacing strands induces a second melting
transition, as seen by confocal microscopy (B). (C) Singlet fraction f measurements
(symbols) show that the re-entrant melting transition can be tuned by changing the
displacing strand concentrations CD0 for equimolar mixtures of D1 and D2 (indi-
cated on plot) (25). Error bars are the standard deviation of three measurements.
Our local chemical equilibrium model (curves) reproduces our results to within the
inherent uncertainty of nearest-neighbor predictions (25, 9, 32). (D) The displacing
strand concentration-temperature coexistence envelope is delimited by the temper-
ature and CD0 where 0.15 < f < 0.85 (gray). Symbols show experimental data:
orange for f > 0.85, blue for f < 0.15. We achieve coexistence over roughly 10 �C
when CD0 = 250 µM. DNA sequences and hybridization free energies are shown in
Tables S3 and S4.
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gram a pathway between two colloidal crystals. (A) Strand displacement yields a
temperature-dependent specificity matrix defining favorable (gray) and unfavorable
(white) interactions in a ternary suspension. Measured pair interactions (symbols) in
this experimental system agree quantitatively with our model calculations (curves).
Error bars are the standard deviation of three measurements. (B) Confocal fluores-
cence experiments (25) show CsCl binary crystals of species 2 (green) and 3 (blue)
in coexistence with a fluid of species 1 (red) at low temperature (left), and CsCl
crystals of species 1 (red) and 2 (green) in coexistence with a fluid of species 3
(blue) at high temperature (right), separated by a homogeneous fluid phase of all
three species at intermediate temperature (middle), as predicted. The two crystals
have same symmetry, as determined by the lattice distance x = 4p

3
D in the {110}

plane, but different compositions; D is the particle diameter. Hybridization free
energies are shown in Table S6.

over, incorporation of thermally driven solid-solid transitions could also enable the
sequential self-assembly of other crystal phases not accessible by direct nucleation
from the fluid, but which have the lowest free energy at a given temperature (13).
These systems represent an additional direction in self-assembly, in which infor-
mation supplied to the buffer can program equilibrium pathways between many
different target structures within a closed system.

The zero-, one-, and two-displacement reaction schemes constitute a set of prim-
itives that can be combined to further program thermal pathways to self-assembly.
We have demonstrated one such combination—a zero-displacement reaction com-
bined with a two-displacement reaction—but many others are possible, owing to the
specificity of DNA hybridization. A key feature of our approach is that it separates
the functions of the grafted strands, which encode the interaction matrix, and the
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free displacing strands, which control the temperature dependence of the interac-
tion matrix. Other competitive binding schemes have been proposed (28, 29, 30),
but none result in independent control of the temperature-dependent phase transi-
tions and the symmetry of the equilibrium phases. This independent control, which
is crucial to fully program self-assembly, could make it possible to assemble com-
plex materials in multiple stages. For example, particles might first self-assemble
into a scaffold that would disassemble after helping the final, prescribed structure
to assemble. Similar strategies are employed in biological systems such as bacte-
riophages (31) and could prove to be more robust than current one-step assembly
approaches. More generally, our demonstration that strand displacement alters the
local chemical equilibrium between DNA-grafted particles opens the door to the
inclusion of more complex strand displacement-based devices into colloidal assem-
bly. For example, incorporation of DNA-based logic gates, cascaded circuits, or
catalytic amplifiers (19) could make it possible to program non-equilibrium self-
assembly pathways in colloidal matter.
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Materials and methods
1 Particle functionalization

We synthesize DNA-grafted colloidal particles using a technique that physically grafts DNA-con-
jugated block copolymers to the surface of 1-micrometer-diameter polystyrene microspheres (33 ).
Briefly, the terminal hydroxyl groups of a poly(ethylene oxide)-poly(propylene oxide)-poly(ethylene
oxide) triblock copolymer (Pluronic F108; BASF) are activated by p-nitrophenyl chloroformate
(Sigma-Aldrich). A subsequent reaction with 50-amino-C6-modified single-stranded DNA (ssDNA)
oligonucleotides (Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc.) forms a stable carbamate linkage between
F108 and ssDNA. The DNA-conjugated copolymers are then adsorbed to the surface of polystyrene
microspheres (Invitrogen) in 10 mM citric acid buffer (pH = 4), and physically grafted by swelling
and deswelling the polystyrene cores with toluene. Finally, DNA-grafted particles are washed and
stored in an aqueous buffer containing 10 mM Tris and 1 mM EDTA (pH = 8). Typical DNA den-
sities range from 103–104 strands per particle, depending on the starting concentration of amine-
modified oligonucleotides. We estimate our total DNA density to be 6,500 DNA strands per particle
by flow cytometry and control melting curve measurements, and use this value in all calculations
presented. Hydrophobic dyes, either Nile red (MP Biomedicals) or BODIPY® 493/503 (Exciton),
are incorporated easily into the polystyrene core by dissolving them in the toluene used for swelling.

2 DNA sequence design

All grafted sequences are 65-bases-long, single-stranded, and consist of an inert poly-dT spacer and
a sticky end-containing, functional domain on the 30 end. The poly-dT spacer sets the range of in-
teraction; the sticky end sequence sets the strength and specificity of binding. All sequences are de-
signed to minimize formation of stable secondary structures (such as hairpins) and crosstalk between
non-interacting sequences by using three-base codons and their complements only once. Surface-
grafted strands are purified by high-performance liquid chromatography; short soluble strands are
purified by standard desalting.

3 Sample cell preparation and loading

Sample chambers consist of two coverslips (No. 1; VWR) bonded together and sealed by silicone
vacuum grease (Dow Corning) or UV-curable optical adhesive (Norland 63). The coverslips are
plasma cleaned for approximately 1 minute to prevent nonspecific binding between DNA-grafted
microspheres and the chamber walls. For melting curve measurements, 1.8-µm-diameter silica mi-
crospheres are added as spacers, so that DNA-grafted polystyrene particles form a colloidal mono-
layer, facilitating image analysis and determination of the singlet fraction.

4 Melting curve measurements

All melting curve measurements are done on quasi-two-dimensional suspensions. Samples are pre-
pared by sealing a 1:1 binary mixture of particles at a total volume percent of 4% in a thin micro-
scope chamber and imaged by an inverted optical microscope (Nikon TE2000-E). The height of the
chamber is set to roughly 1.8 µm by silica spacer particles. The sample temperature is controlled
by a resistive objective heater coupled to the sample by immersion oil and a thermoelectric cooler
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(TE Technology, Inc.) bonded directly to the sample by silicone vacuum grease. The objective
heater is driven by a low-noise temperature controller (Bioscience Tools); the thermoelectric cooler
is driven by a separate high-performance digital temperature controller designed to drive thermo-
electric cooler elements (Thorlabs). The sample is equilibrated at each temperature point for about
15 min before data is acquired. Each data point represents the average of three frames at a given
temperature. Each frame is approximately 104 µm2 and contains about 1000 particles. The singlet
fraction is determined using traditional image analysis routines (34 ). Our approach does not distin-
guish bound particles from those that are in close proximity but still unbound. We account for this
systematic bias by comparing our measured singlet fraction to a simple Monte Carlo simulation of
“hard disks” at the same concentration as our experiments. No noticeable hysteresis is observed for
any of the melting curves.

5 Modeling experimental data

Model predictions are evaluated by fitting the model described in Section 9 to experimental mea-
surements of the singlet fraction, and then comparing the fitted values of the enthalpy changes
and entropy changes of hybridization to predictions from the nearest-neighbor model (NN model).
Specifically, we evaluate the depth of the interparticle potential minimum according to Equation 1
and references (7 , 24 ), and then use a separate model described in Refs. (16 , 35 ) to relate the depth
of the potential minimum to the singlet fraction.

5.1 One-displacement scheme

For the one-displacement scheme shown in Fig. 2, all data are fit simultaneously for the enthalpy
changes and entropy changes of the two reactions depicted in Fig. 1B using nonlinear least squares
regression. The fitted values of DHAB, DHAD1 , DSAB, and DSAD1 are compared with predictions from
the nearest-neighbor model (Table S2) and found to agree to within 3%, well within the inherent
uncertainty of roughly 8% in predictions of DH and DS (36 ). The same fitted values of the enthalpy
and entropy change are used to compute all model curves shown in Fig. 2.

5.2 Two-displacement scheme

For the two-displacement scheme in Figs. 3-4, each melting curve at a given displacing strand
concentration is fit independently. First, the enthalpy change of the bridge formation reaction DHAB

is fit to the melting curve measured in the absence of displacing strands (CD0 = 0 µm). The fitted
value of DHAB is again well within the inherent uncertainty of the nearest-neighbor model. This
value of DHAB and the NN prediction of DSAB are fixed for calculations of the singlet fraction for
suspensions with nonzero displacing strand concentrations.

Each melting curve measured at a finite displacing strand concentration is then fit for a single
parameter fDH , where fDH is a multiplicative factor that modifies the enthalpy change of the two
displacement reactions according to fDHDHAD1 and fDHDHBD2 . The entropy changes of the two
displacement reactions are taken to be exactly the NN model predictions. We find that fDH varies
between 1.017 and 1.034 for all re-entrant melting curves, again well within the inherent uncertainty
of the NN model, but exhibits a systematic trend, falling by roughly 2% as the temperature decreases
from about 65 �C to 35 �C. We attribute this systematic deviation to the fact that the enthalpy
change and entropy change upon hybridization are not strictly temperature-independent. In fact,
nucleic acid hybridization and folding are also associated with changes in the heat capacity DCp.
Assuming that DCp is itself independent of temperature and the same for all hybridization reactions,
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we estimate that the change in heat capacity needed to produce a 2% systematic variation in DG
of the displacement reactions over 30 �C is about 63 cal/(mol K) per base pair, consistent with
experimental data (37 ). In fact we can compute a phase diagram in the CD0-T space that reproduces
our data (Fig. 3D) by fitting constant values of DHAB, DSAB, DHAD1 , DSAD1 , DHBD2 , and DSBD2

(all within 8% of the NN predictions) and correcting for their temperature dependences using the
estimated heat capacity DCp. We note that other experiments using DNA-grafted colloidal particles
were likely insensitive to the temperature dependence of DH and DS due to the narrow temperature
window of the aggregation-disaggregation transition for a single suspension.

6 Image processing

All three-color images from confocal fluorescence microscopy experiments are produced from two-
color images by the same algorithm. Emitted photons are collected simultaneously by two detectors.
The signals from these detectors become red r0 and blue b0 channels. Red r, green g, and blue b
channels of the three-color images in Fig. 4B are computed according to

r = r0 �
p

r0b0

g =
p

r0b0

b = b0 �
p

r0b0,

where the geometric mean
p

r0b0 is eroded and dilated once to minimize introduction of noise.
These additional processing steps are performed only to improve clarity of the images and do not
alter interpretation of the results.

7 Colloidal crystallization

All crystallization experiments are done using three-dimensional suspensions at a total volume per-
cent of 5%. Samples are mounted onto the stage of a resonant scanning confocal fluorescence
microscope (Leica Microsystems) and incubated at constant temperature for roughly 2 hr. The tem-
perature is controlled using the same heating elements and controllers as described above. After
2 hr, we find that more than 90% of the bound microspheres are incorporated into crystallites in
coexistence with a dilute fluid. We estimate that the singlet fraction is roughly 0.1–0.3. The colloid
is nearly density matched by adding roughly 6% (w/w) of sucrose to the buffer, minimizing sedi-
mentation of the growing crystals. Samples are then imaged by confocal fluorescence microscopy.
Particle species are identified by fluorescent dyes incorporated into their polystyrene cores: either
Nile red, BODIPY® 493/503, or a mixture of the two. All images are false-color.

8 Crystal symmetry determination

We identify the structure of our self-assembled binary crystals by comparing the measured lattice
distances to known crystal structures of atomic solids. We estimate that greater than 90% of all
crystals have the cesium chloride (CsCl) symmetry, identified by two distinct features of the CsCl
lattice (Fig. S3A–B): (1) the crystal planes are not close packed; and (2) the {110} planes present
distorted, isosceles triangles. Examples of {100} planes are shown in Fig. S3C–D; examples of
{110} planes are shown in Fig. S3E–F.
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9 Theoretical methods

9.1 Mean-field description of DNA-induced interactions

We first seek to relate the thermodynamics of DNA-induced binding between colloidal particles
to the thermodynamics of hybridization in solution, following an approach published previously
(6 , 7 ). The attractive free energy difference DFa between a bound and unbound pair of particles is
given by

DFa

kBT
=� ln

✓
1+

Pbound

Punbound

◆
= lnPunbound,

where Pbound is the probabilities that the particles are bound together by DNA bridges, and Punbound
is the probability that there are no bridges. To evaluate Punbound we make the simplifying assumption
that chemical equilibrium is established locally. Note that we do not assume that the bridge distri-
bution is Poissonian, an assumption that has been discussed previously in the literature (7 , 24 , 38 ).
Assuming local chemical equilibrium (LCE) only, DFa/kBT can be rewritten as

DFa

RT
⇡

Z
Ci0(r) ln [1�c(r,T )]dr, (1)

where Ci0(r) is the limiting sticky-end concentration, c(r,T ) the hybridization yield, r the spatial
coordinate, and T the temperature (24 ). The sticky-end concentrations can be generated numerically
(7 ) by modeling the tethered DNA molecules as ideal chains of known contour and persistence
length (39 ). The hybridization yield is calculated using the principles of mass-action, assuming that
chemical equilibrium is established at each position r. In the following sections, we derive a general
expression for c(T ) that depends only on the concentration-adjusted free energy difference between
bridging and non-bridging DNA configurations DG0, and we demonstrate how to manipulate DG0

by introducing competing reaction pathways.

9.2 DNA hybridization as a bimolecular reaction

Hybridization of complementary DNA sequences A and B can be modeled as the bimolecular reac-
tion (40 )

A+B ↵ AB.

We assume the starting concentrations of A and B are CA0 and CB0 = bCA0, where b � 1. The
hybridization yield c = CAB/(CA +CAB) = CAB/CA0 can be evaluated by solving the system of
equations

Keq(T ) =
CABC�

CACB
CA0 = CA +CAB

CB0 = bCA0 =CB +CAB,

where Ci is the concentration of species i in equilibrium, C� = 1 M is a reference concentra-
tion, Keq(T ) = exp [�bDGAB(T )] is the equilibrium constant, 1/b is the thermal energy kBT , and
DGAB = DHAB � T DSAB is the standard free energy difference between double-stranded AB and
single-stranded A and B at the reference concentration C�. The resulting hybridization yield,

c =
(b+1)Keq

CA0
C� +1�

q
(b�1)2(Keq

CA0
C� )2 +2(b+1)Keq

CA0
C� +1

2Keq
CA0
C�

, (2)
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depends only on the concentration-adjusted equilibrium constant K0
eq =KeqCA0/C�. The concentration-

adjusted standard free energy DG0 ⌘ �RT lnK0
eq is then

DG0

RT
=

DHAB

RT
�


DSAB

R
+ ln

✓
CA0

C�

◆�
. (3)

The additional entropic term R ln(CA0/C�) results from the fact that two single-stranded reactants
are consumed upon formation of one double-stranded product. The temperature dependence of
Equation 3, and thus of Equation 1, is determined entirely by DHAB.

Equations 1, 2, and 3 relate the thermodynamics of hybridization of DNA in solution DG0 to the
thermodynamics of DNA-induced binding between particles DFa, with the caveat that both b and
CA0 are spatially varying. In what follows, we will show that bridging in the presence of competing
hybridization reactions can be modeled by Equations 1 and 2, and that the competing interactions
serve only to modify the expression of DG0. The results presented above are independent of our
choice of b � 1; if b < 1 the hybridization yield is c =CAB/(CB+CAB) =CAB/(bCA0), and Ci0(r) in
Equation 1 becomes b(r)CA0(r), but otherwise the equations remain unchanged. We assume b � 1
for everything that follows.

9.3 Controlling DG0 through a single toehold-exchange reaction

!G
1

o

!G
2

oAB

2a1 2b

2a 2b

A
2a1 2b

B
2a 2b

1 2a

AD1
2a1 2b

B
2a 2b

1 2a D1

Fig. SM1. A single displacement reaction. Strands A and B are grafted to the surface of colloidal
microspheres (not shown); strand D1 is free in solution. The DNA strands are conceptually divided
into functional domains whose sequences determine the interactions between the various species.
The domains are grouped by purpose. Domains 1 and 2b are termed toeholds; domains 2 and 2̄ are
the “sticky ends”. The sticky ends hybridize to form double-stranded DNA bridges; the toeholds
accelerate the initiation of strand-displacement reactions that form or rupture these bridges by a
process called toehold exchange. The free energy differences DG�

1 and DG�
2 are determined by the

sequences of A, B, and D1.

The chemical reactions describing the competition between a single strand-displacement reac-
tion (Fig. SM1) and bridge formation are

A+B ↵ AB

AB+D1 ↵ AD1 +B,

where D1 is a soluble strand that is complementary to a portion of strand A. The hybridization yield
c(T ) can be evaluated by solving the system of equations

K(1)
eq (T ) =

CABC�

CACB

K(2)
eq (T ) =

CAD1CB

CABCD1

CA0 = CA +CAB +CAD1

CB0 = bCA0 =CB +CAB

CD10 ⇡ CD1 ,
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where we assume that the soluble strand D1 is not consumed by the reaction, an assumption that
is valid if D1 is in large molecular excess. Because the grafted DNA strands are confined roughly
within a spherical shell with volume Vshell ⇡ 4pa2L, this condition is satisfied so long as CD10/CA0 �
f/(1�f) ·Vshell/Vparticle = 3f/(1�f) ·L/a, where f is the colloid volume fraction, a is the par-
ticle radius, and L ⇡ 15 nm is the thickness of the DNA brush. For our experimental conditions,
3f/(1�f) ·L/a ⇡ 0.005.

Assuming the starting concentrations of A, B, and D1 are CA0, CB0 = bCA0, and CD10, the hy-
bridization yield c = CAB/(CA +CAB +CAD1) = CAB/CA0 can be expressed in the same form as
Equation 2,

c =
(b+1)K0

eq +1�
q

(b�1)2(K0
eq)

2 +2(b+1)K0
eq +1

2K0
eq

, (4)

but where the concentration-adjusted standard free energy is now given by

DG0

RT
=� ln

"
K(1)

eq CA0/C�

1+K(1)
eq K(2)

eq CD10/C�

#
. (5)

Thus the net effect of the competing toehold-exchange reaction is to modify the concentration-
adjusted standard free energy DG0.

While we can no longer extract a simple, compact expression for DG0 for all temperatures,
it is helpful to consider what happens in different limits. In the high-temperature limit, where
K(1)

eq K(2)
eq CD10/C� ⌧ 1, DG0 reduces to

DG0
⌧1

RT
=

DHAB

RT
�


DSAB

R
+ ln

✓
CA0

C�

◆�
,

the same as the free energy difference in the absence of strand D1 (Equation 3). In the opposite,
low-temperature limit

DG0
�1

RT
=

(DHAB �DHAD1)

RT
�

(DSAB �DSAD1)

R
� ln

✓
CD10

CA0

◆�
.

Here, we find that the displacement reaction acts to effectively lower the free energy difference
between the bridging and non-bridging configurations by an amount equal to the thermodynamic
stability of the AD1 duplex. As a result, for some strands D1 and B that undergo the same enthalpy
change upon hybridization to A (that is, DHAB = DHAD1 ),

DG0
�1

RT
=�


(DSAB �DSAD1)

R
� ln

✓
CD10

CA0

◆�
(6)

becomes independent of temperature. Under these conditions, DG0/RT is determined entirely by
entropy. Note that DG0 and thus the pair-interaction potential can still be adjusted by changing
the displacing strand concentration CD10. As we show in the main text, this type of interaction
is useful for softening or even eliminating the temperature dependence of binding between DNA-
grafted particles. The full temperature dependence of DG0 for different relative displacing strand
concentrations CD10/CA0 is shown in Fig. S1.
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Fig. SM2. Two competing displacement reactions. Strands A and B are grafted to the surface of
colloidal microspheres (not shown); strand D1 and D2 are free in solution. Domains 1, 2̄a, 2c, and
3 are toeholds; domains 2 and 2̄ are the sticky ends. Domains 2b and 2̄b destabilize the four-strand
motif ABD1D2 in favor of the two duplexes AD1 and BD2.

9.4 Two toehold-exchange reactions induce re-entrant melting

Addition of two soluble displacing strands D1 and D2 (Fig. SM2) that compete with bridge forma-
tion according to

A+B ↵ AB

AB+D1 ↵ AD1 +B

AB+D2 ↵ A+BD2,

further modifies the concentration-adjusted standard free energy difference DG0. We derive the
concentration-adjusted standard free energy DG0 by solving the system of equations

K(1)
eq =

CABC�

CACB

K(2)
eq =

CAD1CB

CABCD1

K(3)
eq =

CBD2CA

CABCD2

CA0 = CA +CAB +CAD1

CB0 = bCA0 =CB +CAB +CBD2

CD10 ⇡ CD1

CD20 ⇡ CD2

for the hybridization yield c = CAB/(CA +CAB +CAD1), then rearranging c to match Equation 4.
The expression that we find,

DG0

RT
=� ln

2

4 K(1)
eq CA0/C�

h
1+K(1)

eq K(2)
eq CD10/C�

ih
1+K(1)

eq K(3)
eq CD20/C�

i

3

5 , (7)

contains an additional factor in the denominator when compared to Equation 5, and reduces to
Equation 5 exactly when CD20 = 0.
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For equimolar mixtures of the two displacing strands (CD10 = CD20 = CD0), we again evaluate
the concentration-adjusted standard free energy difference between the bridging and non-bridging
conformations in different limits. For example, when the three duplexes are thermodynamically
equivalent (that is, DGAB = DGAD1 = DGBD2 ), DG0 again reduces to

DG0
⌧1

RT
=

DHAB

RT
�


DSAB

R
+ ln

✓
CA0

C�

◆�

in the limit where K(1)
eq K(2)

eq CD0/C� ⌧ 1. In the opposite, low-temperature limit,

DG0
�1

RT
=�DHAB

RT
+


DSAB

R
+ ln

✓
CA0

C�

◆
+2ln

✓
CD0

CA0

◆�
.

Under these conditions, we find that DG0
�1/RT has an inverted temperature dependence compared

to Equation 3. In other words, the concentration-adjusted standard free energy difference between
bridging and non-bridging conformations actually becomes larger as the temperature decreases,
making bridge formation less thermodynamically favorable. This inversion in the temperature de-
pendence can be used to induce two melting transitions: one upon heating (driven by entropic gain)
and another upon cooling (driven by enthalpic gain) as shown in the main text. The location and
steepness of the re-entrant melting transition can be adjusted by changing the relative displacing
strand concentration and the enthalpy change of displacement, respectively. The full temperature
dependence of DG0 is plotted in Fig. S2.
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Fig. S1. A single toehold-exchange reaction eliminates the temperature dependence of the
concentration-adjusted standard free energy difference. The asymptote at high temperature is given
by DG0

⌧1/RT ; the asymptote at low temperature is given by DG0
�1/RT . The low-temperature

asymptotic value of DG0/RT can be adjusted by changing the relative displacing strand concen-
tration CD10/CA0 (red, black, and blue curves). The temperature dependence of DG0

�1/RT can be
adjusted by changing DHAD1 relative to DHAB (gray curves). The displacement-free case (dashed
curve) is recovered when CD10 = 0. Red, black, and blue curves correspond to Equation 5 for
DHAB = DHAD1 = �57.5 kcal/mol, DSAB = DSAD1 = �150 cal/mol·K, and CA0 = 100 µM. Gray
curves are for DHAD1 = (1±0.1)DHAB and DSAD1 = (1±0.1)DSAB.
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Fig. S2. Two displacement reactions induce a non-monotonic temperature dependence in the
concentration-adjusted standard free energy difference. The asymptote at high temperature is given
by DG0

⌧1; the asymptote at low temperature is given by DG0
�1. The low-temperature asymptotic

value of DG0/RT can be adjusted by changing the relative displacing strand concentration CD0/CA0,
for equimolar mixtures of D1 and D2 (red, black, and blue curves). The temperature dependence
of DG0

�1/RT can be adjusted by changing DHAD1 and DHBD2 relative to DHAB (gray curves). The
displacement-free case (dashed curve) is recovered when CD0 = 0. Red, black, and blue curves cor-
respond to Equation 7 for DHAB = DHAD1 = DHBD2 = �57.5 kcal/mol, DSAB = DSAD1 = DSBD2 =
�150 cal/mol·K, and CA0 = 100 µM. Gray curves are for DHAD1 = DHBD2 = (1± 0.1)DHAB and
DSAD1 = DSBD2 = (1±0.1)DSAB.
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Fig. S3. Crystallography of the cesium chloride (CsCl) binary crystals. (A) The CsCl structure
consists of two interpenetrating cubic lattices, where both particle types have eightfold coordina-
tion. For the coordinate system in (B), (C) shows representative {100} planes and an experimental
example (D); (E) shows representative {110} planes and an experimental example (F). The lattice
distances are given as a function of the particle diameter D. The distorted triangles in (E–F) are a
hallmark of the {110} planes of the CsCl lattice.
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Table S1. DNA sequences and buffer conditions for temperature-independent binding experiments.
Sequences A and B are grafted to colloidal microspheres; sequence D1 is free in solution. Experi-
ments were performed in aqueous buffer containing 11 mM MgCl2, 10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA.

Strand name Base sequence
A 5’-(T)51-GAGTTGCGGTAGAC-3’
B 5’-(T)51-AATGCCTGTCTACC-3’

D1 5’-ACCGCAA-3’

Table S2. Thermodynamic parameters for temperature-independent binding experiments. The
standard enthalpy change and entropy change of hybridization for C� = 1 M are calculated using
NUPACK nucleic acid package for 50 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2, and “some” dangle treatment (32 ).
Although our experiments were performed in the absence of NaCl, NUPACK requires a minimum
of 50 mM NaCl. We do not expect this contribution to the predicted free energies to be significant.
We only use 10 mM MgCl2 in our calculation since 1 mM of the 11 mM is chelated by 1 mM EDTA.

Duplex name DH (kcal/mol) DS (cal/mol/K)
AB -56.6 -163.0

AD1 -53.6 -149.1
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Table S3. DNA sequences and buffer conditions for re-entrant melting experiments. Sequences A
and B are grafted to colloidal microspheres; sequences D1 and D2 are free in solution. Experiments
were performed in aqueous buffer containing 250 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA.

Strand name Base sequence
A 5’-(T)51-CTAACTGCGGT-3’
B 5’-(T)51-CTTACCGCAGT-3’

D1 5’-GCAGTTAG-3’
D2 5’-GCGGTAAG-3’

Table S4. Thermodynamic parameters for re-entrant melting experiments. The standard enthalpy
change and entropy change of hybridization for C� = 1 M are calculated using NUPACK nucleic
acid package for 250 mM NaCl and “some” dangle treatment (32 ).

Duplex name DH (kcal/mol) DS (cal/mol/K)
AB -63.6 -173.7

AD1 -64.4 -186.1
BD2 -69.4 -195.7
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Table S5. DNA sequences and buffer conditions for “reconfigurable” self-assembly of a binary
crystal. Sequences A, B, E, and F are grafted to colloidal microspheres; sequences D1 and D2 are
free in solution. The Red and Blue particles each have a single sequence grafted to their surfaces;
the Green particle has a 1:1 mixture of two different sequences grafted to its surface. Experiments
were performed in aqueous buffer containing 500 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA.

Particle type Strand name Base sequence
Red A 5’-(T)51-CTAACTGCGGT-3’

Green B 5’-(T)51-CTTACCGCAGT-3’
Green E 5’-(T)59-CAGGTG-3’
Blue F 5’-(T)59-CACCTG-3’
— D1 5’-GCAGTTAG-3’
— D2 5’-GCGGTAAG-3’

Table S6. Thermodynamic parameters for ‘reconfigurable’ self-assembly of a binary crystal. The
standard enthalpy change and entropy change of hybridization for C� = 1 M are calculated using
NUPACK nucleic acid package for 500 mM NaCl and “some” dangle treatment (32 ).

Duplex name DH (kcal/mol) DS (cal/mol/K)
AB -63.6 -171.5

AD1 -64.6 -184.8
BD2 -69.6 -194.1
EF -49.0 -138.0
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